
1. ŠTEVILA

+ addition plus
- subtraction minus
* multiplication multiplicated
÷ division divided

3 + 2 = 5 three plus two equals five
7.250 seven point two five
444 four hundred and forty four
32 three squared
33 three cubed
34 three powered four
3-4 three to the minus four

5 the square root of five
3 7 the cube root of seven

33% thirty - three percent
75/2B seventy - five slash (stroke) two B
55 – 77 double five dash double seven
* asterisk
@ at
. dot

2. FRACTIONS

½ one (a) half
¾ three quarters
1/7 one (a) seventh
3/7 three sevenths
1/10 one (a) tenth
5/561 five over five hundred and sixty - one

3. TABLES (poštevanka) 

4. LINES



a straight line
pravokoten = perpendicular

a dotted line

a broken line

a wavy line
5. SHAPES

 nouns adjectives

a square a square table

a rectangle a rectangular table

a triangle triangular 

a tube tubular 

a cylinder cylindrical 

a circle circular 

6. DIMENSIONS
The mountain is 1,000 m high. The height of the mountain 

is 1,000 m high
The well is 50 m deep. The depth of the well is …
The room is 5 m long. The length of the room is 

…
The pipes are 2 cm thick. The thickness of the pipes 

is …
The river is 20 m wide. The width of the river is 

…



The pillars aren't strong. The strength of …
The weight of …

Loose To loosen
Tight To tighten
Wide To widen
Thick To thicken
Deep To deepen
Long To lengthen
High To heighten
Strong To strengthen
Short To shorten

7. DEFINITIONS

A knife is the device we use for cutting.

Namesto »a device« lahko uporabimo tudi:
- a tool
- a machine
- an instrument
- an apparatus
- an element

A crane is a machine used for lifting cargo.
A fuse is a device used for protecting electrical circuits.
Loudspeakers are devices used for producing sound.
A microwave is a device we use for cooking.
A bulb is an element we use for producing light.

8. HOUSEHOLD GADGETS
Are:

- microwave
- blender
- food processor
- refrigerator
- deep freezer
- dish washer
- washing machine
- electric slicer
- kettle

10. MOVEMENTS

rasti:    
- to increase



- to grow 
- to rise
- to expand

padati:
- to decrease
- to fall
- to lower

navpična rast: to shoot up
navpičen padec: to bottom, plunge
nihati: to fluctuate
to stabilize
to remain steady, unchanged
to reach a peak, to peak
to bottom up
to grow, to expand
to shrink, to decline 

11. HAVE TO

PRESENT
We have to fill in the form. MORAMO
Do you have to fill in the form? ALI MORATE
We don’t have to fill in the form. NI NAM TREBA

PAST
We had to fill in the form. MORALI SMO
Did you have to fill in the form? ALI STE MORALI
We didn’t have to fill in the form. NI NAM BILO TREBA

FUTURE
We’ll have to fill in the form. MORALI BOMO
Will you have to fill in the form? ALI BOSTE MORALI
We won’t have to fill in the form. NE BO NAM TREBA

MUST
PRESENT: He must be ill. NOW
PAST: He must have been ill. YESTERDAY
Must, should, could, might  +  HAVE + 3. oblika glagola (+ed) za PAST TIME

12. PREPOSITION

of time:
- time: at 5. PM
- day: on Monday
- date: on 17. September



- month: in July
- year: in 1999
- season: in summer
- holiday: at Xmas

of place:
- big town: in New York
- small town: at Bled
- floor: on 3rd floor
- street: in Oxford street
- avenue: on 5th avenue

13. REPORTED STATEMENTS

direct question: V + S
reported question: S + V

What’s the time?
Can you tell me what the time is?
When is the leap year?
Can you tell me when the leap year is?
Where are you from?
Can you tell me where you are from.
Why did you come late?
Can you tell me why you came late.
How much does it cost?
Can you tell me how much it costs.
Where is the post office?
Can you tell me where the post office is?
How much is the membership?
Can you tell me how much the membership fee is?
How much was the subscription?
Can you tell me how much the subscription was?
Have you been to Australia?
Can you tell me whether you’ve been to Australia.
Did you buy this computer in B&B?
Can you tell me if you bought this computer in B&B.
Do you offer the a discount?
Can you tell me whether you offer the a discount.
Where you dissatisfied with accommodation?
Can you tell me if you where dissatisfied with accommodation?
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